Ten Killed, 26 Hurt, In Blast Destroying Roof-Top Laboratory

While mystery shrouds the details of the shattering explosion that rocked Cambridge this evening, Special District Attorney Johnny Carleton, ace of Technology's unions to end all unions organizes a red hunt on hitherto unparalleled scale to rid this world of evil doers, radicals and other instigators of Un-American activities.

His forehead set in wrinkles, "Muscles" Carleton paces among the strewn wreckage of the demolished building, his mastermind already burdened with the momentous task of unriddling the greatest of all riddles—the latest Peace Federation Budget.

Damage Estimated At Half Million To Defense Work In Wierd Explosion

An explosion killing at least 10 people and injuring 26 others rocked the Institute early this evening when the superstructure on the roof Building 6 was completely demolished by a sudden blast.

Little is known about the causes of this catastrophe, although it is believed that a high-voltage short circuit caused the explosion. It was definitely known that inflammables were being used in large quantities to clean the equipment in the framework buildings, which housed several important defense projects.

Half Million in Damage

Approximately half a million dollars damage was incurred in the blast, which swept down to the third floor destroying everything. Firemen and police officers are still searching the debris for the bodies of any victims. No hope is held for the life of anyone not yet discovered.

Rushed to Homburg Infirmary were 26 students, professors and secretaries found in the chaos shortly after the blast. The bodies of at least ten persons have so far been recovered, but they were not recognizable, because of the violence of the explosion. Dr. George Morse, head of the
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